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HE TELEPHONE SYSTEM which we have
built in New York State sets a standard for the
entire world. The equipment is of the highest type —
the service is of a superior quality. Cities, towns, villages and hamlets are placed within voice reach of
each other at any time in any season. All are brought
into one great neighborhood where the telephone does
its part to aid and promote commercial and social
activities.
*
This system is the product of a policy of providing
good service for everyone at reasonable cost to everyone. Each subscriber and each community pays a rate
that bears a fair relation to the value and scope of the
service furnished. The Company meets its financial
obligations by means of its revenue from the entire
State and develops and improves its service in each
community so as to make the system as a whole of
greater value to everyone it serves.
There has been some talk of discarding this tried
and effective method and substituting a method which
would treat each community as a unit with telephone
rates fixed upon a basis thait would provide sufficient
revenue to pay the operating expenses and a fair return upon the value of the local property.
The adoption of such a theory would seriously
restrict the development of telephone service throughout the State and would make it very difficult to maintain the present high standard of telephone communication in many of the communities served.
In* more than twothirds of the communities in
this State the rates so fixed would be materially
higher, than they have ever been. In many cases the
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quality of the service would be adversely affected
and in some the service might have to be discontir^ed
altogether.
,
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HE STATE-WIDE principle, which
we have followed in building up our
telephone system, made possible our railroad
systems, with the transcontinental trunk
•*.<•
lines that opened up the Great West Today
the same principle keeps in operation the
vS
relatively unprofitable branch railroads.
They do not p a y their own wiy>* but they *
feed the trunk lines, help promote commerce
and contribute to the value of the entire
service.
. The State-wide principle also made possible our State highways, which make all
communities in the State more accessible.
The same policy provided for the Barge
Canal, which serves the entire State, but
touches only one-third of the counties in the
State.
The Postal System of the, nation has been
developed on the same principle. If our postoffices did not' have the resources of the
United States Government behind them, and ~
each office had to meet its operating costs
entirely from its local revenue the majority'
of them would be forced to close. Rural Free
Delivery would cease to exist
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The State-wide method of making, telephone
rates is the method: of progress. Its continuation
means the continuation of unrestricted development
of telephone servfa* for everyone at reasonable cost
to all.
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elaborate tuner on the market.
coast. Since then tne tuensh naa been
The cost of the pocketbook is about catight without interruption, but the
|5.—London News,
riddle of its strange disappearance for
-Smal , Cheap Apparatus That- Is Real83 years has not yet been solved.—
ly a Marvel of Ingenuity,
RETURN AFTER MANY YEARS lianchesterGuardian.
Costs Only $5.

WIRELESS IN THE POCKET
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It Is now possible to pick up a wlreless message from any of the big stations within reasonable distance in
this country with the aid of an ordinary umbrella, a patent pockethook and
a telephone.
The umbrella will act as the aerial,
# the pockethook contains a miniature
receiving; set, and, of course, the telephone must be a high-resistance Instrument.
_lt has even been possible, inventors
of the pocket receiving set say, to use
an ordinary bedstead as an atrial.
You must not expect with this simple installation to get in- wireless
touch with Paris, Berlin or Moscow,
but if you want the mild excitement
•f picking up messages from a home
station within reasonable distance you
must follow these directions:
Take your umbrella with you and
the pockethook, select a nice lofty po^
sit ion, and having earthed one corner
C-'of - the pockethook—say to a water
pipe or something equally damp and
handy, hold your umbrella out at
arm's length. There should also be a
telephone handy, and It would he more
convenient to use the headgear worn
by telephone operators.
Having rigged yourself oat as a human wireless station all you have t»
do is te listen. You will be as a rock
to a wireless sea with invisible waves
<f understanding running- down tthe
•tick of your umbrella.
It Is claimed for this pocket receiving set that it is comparable In sensitiveness with the .most expensive and

New Moaning of "Intrigue." .
Tlleflih Again Caught In Vast NumThe latest verbal Importation froni
bers, Though They Were Believed
France that I have had occasion to reto Have Been Wiped Out.
mark is no more than the conferring
THefish are a fish with a short but of a new meaning upon an old word.
remarkable history, writes a corre- In/i3nglish '*to intrigue" has always
spondent Their discovery was dra- meant to plot surreptitiously, whereas
matic. In May. 1879, Captain Klrby in French It was always used (by exof the schooner Hutcliings, out of tension) to indicate the state of pur.Gloucester, Mass., Was trawling for eled doubt in which we may find ourcod off the Nantucket banks. No cod selves when we have reason to suspect
was found, but a large fish, unknown a surreptitloas plot; and this secto science, was present in great num- ondary French meaning is now passbers. In a very short time 5*000 pounds ing over Into English, so that we may
Of the new species were caught. The read in the light stories that run
fish proved to be of high food value through our magazines, "she intrigued
and good keeping qualities. There was me," meaning that she puzzled me, and
big popular demand for them, and not meaning that she involved me in
huge quantities wpre'caught for three an intrigue. This Gallic seeondary
years. Then the supply fallefl «s sud- meaning will probably force Itself into
denly as it had appeared. In the our yielding Anglo-Saxon, and we shall
spring of 1882 the boats toiled to have hereafter the privilege of emcatch a single tilefish. A few days ploying "to intrigue" in' either of two
later incoming boats reported having different Intents. I doubt If this will
passed through miles of dead or dying be to the profit of the language; but
tileflsh. They covered an area of 5,000 protest Is idle, since the fate of a novsquare miles, and were estimated to elty always depends upon Its ultimate
usefulness.—Brander Matthews m
number 1,000,000,000.
From 1882 to i915 no trace of Ole- Harper's Magazine.
llsh was found In any wafers of the
He Sat Down Quickly.
world, adds our correspondent. Scien- No finer dressed party of men and
tific men were convinced that the fish Women ever assembled together In this
had been sdddehly and mysteriously city than those who took part In the
exterminated. Then, early In 1915, a ball given by the bachelors of Sherigovernment boat, In almost the idenrl-: dan to their married friends. Many
cal spot off the Nantucket banks as of the costumes deserve mention, but
that in which tilefish were first taken, the Postmaii- i s . not capable of deagain caught some of the same species. scriblng them properly.
Again there proved to be vast numThe supper and refreshments were
bers of them, and new grounds were of the kind that all appreciated, Apd
also diacovored along the New Jersey
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were served at Just the right time of
Rtma'rkabfe Orohitfe.
obliging waiters, who seemed to enter Many orchid* present Imitations
Into the spirit of the times and make striking as to he positively weird. Ifor
everyone feel satisfied. Only one de- Instance, there i t the variety called
plorable thing transpired at the d*nce( the "butterfly," wnlch when U oloom
and It was nobody's fault.
looks as If big gaudy-winged insect!
Dr. Newell had the; misfortune to vhdreted. oyer it, The."bee" orchid,
lean too far forward when bowing to the "spader'* orchid ana tfce 'llaird"
a lady and tear his pattta, across the orchid ate equally remarkable. One
seams. lie had filled his program and species bears a flower In the llkeheos
had a beautiful partner for each num- of a grinning monkey; another sugber, but he had to back off and: alt gests the aspect of an opera dancer
down.—Sheridan (Wvo.) Posjfc
suspended by the head.
O
Waiter, On* Dish "Milhl!" .
i n e Chinese are very fond of m ex>
traordinary dish called "tfilihl." which
U made of live mew-bom twice dipped
la honey.
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